DATE: May 5, 1999

MACHINE: Hydra-Hammer Model A, B, B-2

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT: Allied to Kent Hammer Conversion Kits 98430042 and 98430043

Allied has discontinued manufacturing the hammer, part number 28560600 and 28560604, used on these machines. Because of this, a kit to convert from the Allied hammer to the Kent hammer, part number 28560610, used on currently produced machines, has been developed.

The Kent hammer has several advantages over the Allied hammer, not the least of which is price. The Kent hammer is significantly less expensive than the Allied. The Kent is smaller and easier to handle but is actually more powerful than the Allied hammer.

This kit consists of the hammer, a new hammer mounting casting, an adapter to mate the Kent hammer to the casting, a new anvil and spring and mounting hardware.

The kit part number to convert a RH spike gun is 98430042, and the part number for a LH spike gun is 98430043. Please contact your NORDCO representative or the NORDCO parts department for price and availability.